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FINISHED SURFACES FOR THE SHOWER SPACE –
®

PLUS

MULTISTAR VISION
BATHROOM

SPICES UP YOUR

For all those who want the niche and wall trim in the shower to look like glass, SCHEDEL
oﬀers the extra thin surface MULTISTAR® VISIONPLUS. The thin plates are particularly suitable
for refurbishment in the wet area. Individual on-site blanks for ﬁttings are possible at any
time. The VISIONPLUS wall panels are currently available in four high-gloss and matt colours.
Suitable for the renovation of mirror tiles
The MULTISTAR® VISIONPLUS panels are 100% ﬂexible since they are available as large-format
panels, size 2,800 x 1,300 mm. Thanks to their slender laminate structure, they are only 4
mm thick and are ideal for the refurbishment of mirror tiles. A further argument for simple
and fast refurbishment or installation is that the panels are ﬂexible to saw and drill. The
MULTISTAR® VISION PLUS can be easily processed and customised with standard wood
processing tools. The panels also feature a high breaking and scratch resistance. The choice
of colours – Perla, Magnolia, Fumo and Sabbia – are based on the current trends of
contemporary bathroom design and are both simple and elegant.
Discreet aluminium proﬁles as accessories are included in the program, which oﬀer the
optimum edge ﬁnish for diﬀerent wall situations. The matching construction adhesive for
metal/wood/tile and masonry can be likewise included in the order.
Shower area with plus factor – ground ﬂush and jointless!
Barrier-free shower area plus jointless surface – the product line of MULTISTAR®
BODENEBENPLUS makes it possible. An appealing tactile surface of mineral material provides
optimum comfort as well as surefootedness and stability in the shower. Eight diﬀerent
colours oﬀer leeway in terms of design. BODENEBENPLUS is available with three diﬀerent
drainage systems: point drainage, line drainage or wall drainage. PLANPLUS stands for point
drainage. The board has a standardised drainage opening of 90 mm, so that all common
drainages can be used. LINE PLUS is already equipped at the factory with a channel. The
channel cover, likewise made of mineral material, completes the design and ensures a
homogeneous shower area. The WALLPLUS system is ready for installation of the GEBERIT
Sanbloc wall drainage. The drain can be installed either in a wall or in a seat. Depending on
the drainage version, you can choose the shower systems in many standard dimensions.
There are also special installation solutions feasible that are adaptable to the speciﬁc spatial
situation. The boards are factory-equipped with a waterproof ﬁbre layer with an overhang of
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70 mm all-round for sealing to the ﬂoor screed and wall. So the boards can be adapted to the
given screed heights on the construction sites, the systems include sub-elements of diﬀerent
heights. For PLANPLUS, a substructure with special quadroU technology is available in addition
to the conventional substructure. The assembly is done quickly and neatly using installation
foam.
Jointless surfaces for SCHEDEL bath modules
Additional design aspects open up with the bath modules from the MULTISTAR® VISION
ﬂexible bathroom design range. Factory-provided jointless coated elements such as seats or
wall modules with niches round out the individual bathroom design and oﬀer leeway for
creativity and feel-good atmosphere. For those who are looking for a seat in the shower,
SCHEDEL oﬀers a variant with wall drainage in a seat. The seat can also be equipped with a
jointless mineral material surface.
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SEAT PLUS

SEAT PLUS

SEAT PLUS
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SEAT PLUS

PLAN PLUS

LINE PLUS
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WALL PLUS

SEAT PLUS
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SCHEDEL VISION PLUS COLOURS
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SCHEDEL BAD + DESIGN GMBH
The SCHEDEL family business with South African origin can refer to more than 40 years of experience in EPS
(expanded polystyrene) processing. By implementing its own product line MULTISTAR® the production of tub
supports began in 1993. Today the SCHEDEL Bad + Design business oﬀers its customers an extensive range of
products: MULTISTAR® shower and tub supports, MULTISTAR® ﬂoor-level system solutions, MULTISTAR® steam
cubicles with an integrated shower area and MULTISTAR® DESIGN - customised design elements made of EPS
(expanded polystyrenne). The company sees itself as a system provider oﬀering tailormade solutions to make
individual high-comfort baths possible for any installation situation. To be as close as can be our customers our
support service also pays an important role.
With innovation and the highest level of "Made in Germany" quality, we at SCHEDEL Bad + Design ensure
attractive and premium products.

www.schedel-badinnovation.de
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